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Like referee 1, I very much appreciate this paper and think it is well written and can
serve as a good case study to highlight proper information management in landslide
emergencies.

My only point of critique is that you could add a graphic which shows how the different
data, results and/or figures look like depending on the end-users (ROLE-1, ROLE-2
and ROLE-3), since this is from my understanding the most important point you make
in your paper; depending on the ROLE, people require different information.
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Maybe you could provide an examples of how the information looks like for ROLE-1-3?
It would also be helpful to add the recipient (i.e. ROLE 1-3) to the figure captions for Fig
3 and 4. According to the caption on Fig 3, I assume this is aimed for ROLE-1 users.
But what about Fig 4? Is this already too complex for ROLE-1? How does the same
data look like for ROLE-2 or ROLE-3 users? I reckon this could improve the quality of
the paper and better highlight the information needs of the people involved in landslide
emergency situations.

One issue that is not addressed in detail is the communication to the public. However,
I think this is fair to do because this is left completely to ROLE-1, even if it is explicitly
mentioned (or I missed it).
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